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Conventional radiotherapy treatment planning systems rely on a static computed tomography(CT)
image for planning and evaluation. Intra/inter-fraction patient motions may result in significant
differences between the planned and the delivered dose. In this paper, we develop a method to
incorporate the knowledge of intra/inter-fraction patient motion directly into the dose calculation.
By decomposing the motion into a parallel(to beam direction) component and perpendicular(to
beam direction) component, we show that the motion effects can be accounted for by simply
modifying the fluence distribution(sinogram). After such modification, dose calculation is the same
as those based on a static planning image. This method is superior to the “dose-convolution”
method because it is not based on “shift invariant” assumption. Therefore, it deals with material
heterogeneity and surface curvature very well. We test our method using extensive simulations,
which include four phantoms, four motion patterns, and three plan beams. We compare our method
with the “dose-convolution” and the “stochastic simulation” methods(gold standard). As for the
homogeneous flat surface phantom, our method has similar accuracy as the “dose-convolution”
method. As for all other phantoms, our method outperforms the “dose-convolution.” The maximum
motion encoded dose calculation error using our method is within 4% of the gold standard. It is
shown that a treatment planning system that is based on “motion-encoded dose calculation” can
incorporate random and systematic motion errors in a very simple fashion. Under this approxima-
tion, in principle, a planning target volume definition is not required, since it already accounts for
the intra/inter-fraction motion variations and it automatically optimizes the cumulative dose rather
than the single fraction dose. ©2005 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
[DOI: 10.1118/1.1829402]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the radiotherapy treatment systems are based
static patient model, which relies on a single static plan
computed tomography(CT) image for treatment plannin
and evaluation. While in reality, patients move intrafract
ally as well as interfractionally. Conventional methods
adding a margin around the clinical target volume(CTV) to
get a planning target volume(PTV)1,2 have some known th
oretical and practical problems.3 Some of these problems a
(1) The PTV only addresses uncertainty in the position o
CTV, however, the uncertainty in the position of criti
structures must be addressed as well.1 (2) Motion uncertainty
is most likely a probability distribution, and a simple h
margin is not sufficient.4 (3) PTV based treatment planni
requires a uniform dose for the whole PTV and a high d
gradient along the edge of the PTV. Such requirement
not be clinically appropriate since the CTV may only hav
very small chance to reach the margin of the PTV bu
other cases it may extend beyond the PTV.(4) The planning
dose is still a single fraction static dose while the delive
dose is actually a multifraction accumulated “motion” do

These problems may result in significant differences betwee
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the planned dose and the delivered dose. In addition
process of outlining the margins on the planning worksta
is not trivial.

On the other hand, very often we have some knowle
of patient motion,5 such as, interfraction systematic and r
dom patient setup errors,6 intrafraction patient breathin
variations, even the complete knowledge of time depen
motion function that is derived from a breathing con
system,7 or other techniques.8 Such known motion informa
tion could be incorporated into the dose calculation for p
ning and evaluation.9,10 When the motion information is in
corporated into the dose calculation, the need for the
may be alleviated or even eliminated. Some authors
proposed methods to account for the geometric uncert
in dose calculation.11 The most common approach was
post-process the “static” planned dose distribution12–15 by
convolving it with a probability density function(PDF) that
describes the motion uncertainty. We call this method
“dose-convolution” method. Note that the “do
convolution” method should not be confused with
“convolution/superposition” dose calculation method.
latter is a method to calculate a static dose distribution, w

nthe former is used to compensate motion effect. One assump-
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119 Lu, Olivera, and Mackie: Motion dose calculation 119
tion of the “dose-convolution” method is a shift invaria
system,3 which implies that the shift of the patient positi
relative to the treatment beams results in the delivered
being shifted with the same magnitude in the opposite d
tion. The conditions for such an assumption are tissue h
geneity and flat patient surface. In practice, both condit
are hardly met. The tissue heterogeneities and patient su
curvature result in potential different dose distribution sh
for any beam offset position, which in turn results in
estimated dose that is different from the delivered dose
vestigations to quantify the errors in the “dose-convolut
method due to the violation of shift invariance w
reported.3 But correction of such errors is difficult becaus
is highly patient dependent.

In this paper, instead of post-processing the static
distribution, we develop a simple method to incorporate
tion information. This method directly operates on the
ence map, or so-called sinogram in tomotherapy.16,17We call
this method the “fluence-modification” method. The ma
contributions of the “fluence-modification” method are
follows:

(1) The “fluence-modification” method is patient indep
dent. Therefore, it can deal with any tissue heterog
ities and surface curvature.

(2) It models parallel(to beam direction) motion as well a
perpendicular(to beam direction) motion, while the
“dose-convolution” method can only model perpend
lar variations.

(3) It does not require extra calculation time for the com
cated IMRT/TomoTherapy plan dose calculation. A
modifying the input fluence distribution/sinogra
any standard dose calculation methods,18,19 such as
pencil beam dose calculation,20,21 convolution/
superposition,22,23 or Monte Carlo dose calculation24

FIG. 1. Illustration of coordinate system and patient motion model. Th
beam originates at position O(0, 0, 0), with direction (0, 1, 0). The ellipse
stands for a patient body. The left panel demonstrates the parallel(to beam
direction) motion component. The right panel shows the perpendicula(to
beam direction) motion component.
could be used.
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II. THEORY

Given the coordinate system as illustrated in Fig. 1, le
radiation beam originate at position(0,0,0) with direction
(0,1,0). Suppose the fluence(without attenuation by the p
tient body) be Ssx,y0,zd`1/sx2+y0

2+z2d at plane y=y0,
wherey0 is the source-axis distance(Fig 1). Let Bsr ;x,y0,zd
be the dose contribution to pointr from a unit beamlet cen
tered at positionsx,y0,zd. If patient is static, then the dose
point r is

d0sr d =E
x,z

Bsr ;x,y0,zdSsx,y0,zddxdz. s1d

HereSsx,y0,zd is the static fluence distribution of a radiat
beam.Ssx,y0,zd could be intensity modulated. The sup
script 0 stands for “static” calculation.

A. Dose-convolution method

The dose-convolution method assumes a “shift invar
system, that is, shifting patient position relative to the tr
ment beams results in the delivered dose being shifted i
same magnitude in the opposite direction. Such an ass
tion is valid only when the patient’s shift is perpendicula
beam direction, plus that patient’s body is tissue hom
neous with a flat surface. Based on such an assumption
suppose patient has shiftu'=sux,0 ,uzd that is perpendicula
to they axis. The dose distribution after patient offset is

dusr d = d0sr − u'd. s2d

If the patient has a setup variationpsud rather than a simp
shift, then the dose distribution becomes

Dsrd = sd0
^ pdsrd. s3d

Equation(3) is the basis for the “dose-convolution” meth
where^ stands for convolution.

B. Fluence-modification method

1. Dose calculation accounting for simple patient
shift

Now suppose patient has an arbitrary small shiftusiui
!y0d, it is equivalent to moving the source of beam byu
while keeping the patient in its original position.

Based on small patient motion approximation, the co
sponding fluence at planey=y0 becomes

Susx,y0,zd =
x2 + y0

2 + z2

sx − uxd2 + sy0 − uyd2 + sz− uzd2

3Ssx − ux,y0,z− uzd. s4d

Using small beam divergence approximation, that
uxu, ,y0,uzu, ,y0, then Eq.(4) is simplified as

Susx,y0,zd <
y0

2

sy0 − uyd2Ssx − ux,y0,z− uzd. s5d

The beam divergence is accounted for by the
2 2
y0/ sy0−uyd .
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120 Lu, Olivera, and Mackie: Motion dose calculation 120
The dose distribution after the patient offset is

dusr d =E
x,z

Bsr ;x,y0,zdSusx,y0,zddxdz. s6d

2. Dose calculation accounting for patient motion
variations

We use a probability distributionpsud to describe patien
motion. Herepsud means that the probability of offsetu is p.

The accumulated dose distribution due topsud is

Dsr d =E
u

dusr dpsuddu. s7d

Insert Eq.(6) into Eq. (7), we have

Dsr d =E
u
FE

x,z
Bsr ;x,y0,zdSusx,y0,zddxdzGpsuddu

=E
x,z

Bsr ;x,y0,zdFE
u

Susx,y0,zdpsudduGdxdz

=E
x,z

Bsr ;x,y0,zdS* sx,y0,zddxdz, s8d

where

S* sx,y0,zd =E
u

Susx,y0,zdpsuddu

=E
u
S y0

y0 − uy
D2

Ssx − ux,y0,z− uzdpsuddu s9d

is called the “motion-encoded fluence.”
Suppose thatpsud is separable into a parallel(to beam

direction) componentpisuyd and perpendicular(to beam di
rection) componentp'sux,uzd (Fig. 1), then we have

S* sx,y0,zd =E
uy

S y0

y0 − uy
D2

pisuydduy

3E
ux,uz

Ssx − ux,y0,z− uzdp'sux,uzdduxduz.

s10d

The first term in the right side is the contribution from
parallel component that is defined as

si =E
uy

S y0

y0 − uy
D2

pisuydduy. s11d

The second term is the contribution from the perpend
lar component; it is the convolution of fluenceSsx,y0,zd with
the perpendicular motion functionp'sux,uzd

S'
* sx,y0,zd = sS^ p'dsx,y0,zd, s12d

where^ stands for convolution. Therefore, we have

Dsr d =E Bsr ;x,y0,zdS* sx,y0,zddxdz, s13d

x,z

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 1, January 2005
S* sx,y0,zd = si ·S'
* sx,y0,zd, s14d

wheresi andS'
* are defined in Eqs.(11) and (12).

In summary, if we have some known information ab
patient motion, then such knowledge can be easily inco
rated into dose calculation as described in Eqs.(11)–(14).
Thereafter, dose calculation is similar to conventional m
ods, except that the beam intensities are modified in a
dance with the motion information. The parallel direct
modification is simply a scaling factor. The perpendic
direction modification is a simple convolution.

3. More about parallel component modification

Equation(11) describes the parallel component modifi
tion. In general, this is a correction for beam diverge
Two special cases are worth further discussions.

(1) Symmetric parallel component motion: that is,pisuyd
=pis−uyd, which is very common for random setup er
In this casesi <1. No correction is needed.

(2) Simple shift parallel component motion: that is,pisuyd
=dsuy− ūyd. In this case, we have

si =E
uy

S y0

y0 − uy
D2

dsuy − ūydduy = S y0

y0 − uy
D2

. s15d

This is a simple inverse square correction on the i
fluence.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Phantoms

We use simulated phantoms to test motion encoded
calculations. For comparison purpose, we use the phan
that are similar to what were used in Refs. 3 and 25.
phantoms are created for the tests(Fig. 2). The first one
(“cube-water”) is a cubic water phantom that is 20320
320 cm3 in dimension. The second one(“cube-lung”) is
similar to the first one but with 73737 cm3 lung equivalen
material sdensity=0.25 g/cm3d at the center. The third on
(“cylinder-water”) is a cylinder (20 cm in diameter an
20 cm long) water phantom. The fourth one(“cylinder-
lung”) is similar to the third one except that there i
73737 cm3 cubic lung equivalent material at the cente

B. Beams and plans

We simulate a 6 MV radiation beam that is consis
with a commercial helical TomoTherapy16,17,26 machine
Three plans are simulated. The first one uses a s
737 cm2 wide beam. The second is four-field(AP/PA and
two laterals) conformal plan, each field is 6.4 cm wide. T
third is a 360° rotation conformal plan, which conforms to
ring target.

C. Dose calculation methods

Four different dose calculation methods that accoun

interfraction motion are tested and compared.
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121 Lu, Olivera, and Mackie: Motion dose calculation 121
1. Static method

Dose calculation as performed in the conventional tr
ment planning system is referred to as the “static” met
This method assumes that the patient geometry doe
change throughout the course of treatment. The specific
calculation method used is the collapsed c
convolution/superposition.23,27

2. Stochastic-simulation method

This method provides a “gold standard” for calculat
the cumulative dose during the whole course of radia
treatment that accounts for motion variations. We us
simple Gaussian distribution to describe both the system
and the random patient motion

psud =
1

Î2ps
expF−

su − ūd2

s2 G . s16d

Here the meanū describes the systematic motion and
standard derivations describes the random motion. We
sume that a treatment course consists of 40 fractions. W
single static plan fluence(sinogram), but assume that diffe
ent fractions have different motion offsets, which are
domly sampled from a Gaussian distributed pool. A tota
40 (fraction) dose calculations are needed to evaluate
method. Each one is associated with its own shifted ge
etry. To calculate the cumulative dose distribution from
40 fractions, we shift each fraction dose according to
simulated offset to map it back to the planning geometr

3. Dose-convolution method

This method compensates the interfraction patient mo
by convolving the static dose with a probability density fu
tion (PDF) describing the uncertainty. The same Gaus
distribution function(16) is used as the PDF. Only one do
calculation is needed.

4. Fluence-modification method

This is the method developed in this paper. Rather
changing the patient geometry to calculate each fra

FIG. 2. Cross sections of simulated phantoms used in this paper. The l
one except that it has a 73737 cm3 cube lung equivalent material at cen
The right-most one is similar to the third one except that it has a 73737
dose, we use plan geometry only, but rather modify the
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planned fluence(sinogram) in accordance with the motio
information (16). Only one dose calculation is needed.

D. Interfraction motion simulation

Four types of interfraction motions are simulated. Ca
has no motionsū=0,s=0d. Case 2 has a 1 cm systema
motion along the lateral directionsū=1,s=0d. Case 3 has
1 cm (standard deviation) random motion along the late
direction sū=0,s=1d. Case 4 has both 1 cm systematic
1 cm(standard deviation) random motion along lateral dire
tion sū=1,s=1d.

IV. RESULTS

A. Single field motion encoded dose calculation

The single field dose calculation experiment is to com
the different dose calculation methods for interfraction
tion compensation. Four different methods(the “stochastic
simulation” method(gold standard), the “static” method(no
compensation), the “dose-convolution” method and the “fl
ence modification” method) are compared. Three differe
kinds of interfraction motions(a 1 cm systematic lateral m
tion, a 1 cm(standard deviation) random lateral motion,
1 cm systematic+1 cm(standard deviation) random latera
motion) are simulated. Four different phantoms, “cu
water,” “cube-lung,” “cylinder-water,” and “cylinder-lung
are used for tests.

Figures 3–5 illustrate the results. Figure 3 shows the
sults from 1 cm systematic lateral motion. Figure 4 sh
results from 1 cm(standard deviation) random lateral mo
tion. Figure 5 shows results from a combination of 1
systematic and 1 cm(standard deviation) random lateral mo
tion.

For all three interfraction motion simulation cases,
“static” method(the second leftmost column) has the mos
significant errors. For a 1 cm systematic lateral motion
maximum dose error is around 40% of the maximum d
For a 1 cm standard deviation random lateral motion,
maximum dose error is around 15% of the maximum d

ost one is a 20320320 cm3 water phantom. The second one is similar to the
he third one is a cylinder water phantom of 20 cm in diameter and 20
ube lung equivalent material at center.
eft-m
ter. T

3

For the combination of systematic and random motion, the
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122 Lu, Olivera, and Mackie: Motion dose calculation 122
maximum error is around 30% of the maximum dose.
results imply that motion compensation is crucial for cor
multifraction dose calculation.

For all three motion simulations studied on the “cub
water” phantom, the maximum error in dose distribution
culated by the “dose-convolution” method(the second righ
most column) is less than 5% of the maximum dose. But
errors become significant when there exists heteroge
(“cube-lung” and “cylinder-lung”) or there is a curved su
face (“cylinder-water” and “cylinder-lung”). The maximum
error goes between 10% of the maximum dose for ran
motion case and 20% of the maximum dose for the sys
atic motion case. Significant errors occur in both the a
water surface region and the water-lung surface region.

For all three motion simulations studied on the “cub
water” phantom, the “fluence-modification” method(the
right-most column) is similar to the “dose-convolution
method (the second right-most column). For studies in a
other three phantoms, where there exists heteroge
(“cube-lung” and “cylinder-lung”) or a curved surfac
(“cylinder-water” and “cylinder-lung”), the “fluence

FIG. 3. Comparison of different dose calculation methods on four differ
From top row to bottom row are the results from “cube-water,” “cube
distributions based on the “stochastic-simulation” method, which work
between the “static” method and that of the gold standard. The third
standard.” The fourth column is the dose difference between the “flue
maximum error in the unit of percentage of the maximum dose. The r
modification” method outperforms the “dose modification”

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 1, January 2005
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method. The maximum errors of the “fluence-modificati
method are less than 4% of the maximum dose excep
several voxels in the systematic motion case where the
reaches 7% of the maximum dose. These errors are m
due to the limited number of samples(40) used for the “gold
standard” dose calculation.25

B. Conformal plan motion encoded dose calculation

Two simple conformal plans are tested in this experim
One is a four-field plan(AP/PA and two laterals), the other is
a 360° rotation conformal plan, which conforms to a r
target. The “water-cube” phantom is used for all tests.
same three motion simulations as used in the single
calculations are tested. Comparision of the “stocha
simulation” method(gold standard) and the “fluence modifi
cation” method are perfermed. Note that the “fluen
modification” method only needs to calculate dose o
while the “stochastic-simulation” method requires 40 d
calculations, and each calculation requires changing th

hantoms with a single field. A 1 cm systematic lateral motion is used fst.
,” “cylinder-water,” and “cylinder-lung” phantom. The left column is te
the “gold standard.” The second column shows the results of the dosrence

mn is the dose difference between the “dose-convolution” method an
-modification” method and that of the “gold standard.” The number ine

ost color bar is the percentage difference of the maximum dose.
ent p
-lung
s as
colu
nce
ometry and remapping the dose distribution.
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Figures 6 and 7 show the results of the four-field p
Figure 6 shows the “motion-encoded fluence.” The left-m
column shows the static plan, while the other three colu
show the “motion-encoded fluence.” Note that for the lat
beam(top panel), the motion-encoded fluence is very sim
to that of static plan because the motion is parallel to
direction. While for the AP/PA beam(bottom panel), which
is perpendicular to the motion direction, the motion-enco
fluence is significantly different from that of the static pl
For the systematic lateral motion(the second left-most co
umn), the “motion encoded fluence” is a simple shift of
static fluence. For the random lateral motion(the secon
right-most column), the “motion encoded fluence” is t
blurring of the planned fluence. For the combination of
tematic and random lateral motion(the right-most column),
the “motion encoded fluence” has both shift and blurr
This is consistent with the motion we tested. Figure 7 c
pares the dose calculations based on the “fluence mod
tion” method, which uses the “motion encoded fluences
illustrated in Fig. 6, and the gold standard. The results s
that these two methods are consistent considering the
associated with the “gold standard” dose calculation i
(limited number of samples).

Figures 8 and 9 shows the results of dose calculatio
the conformal rotation therapy plan on the “cylinder-wa

FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 3 except that a 1 cm(s
phantom. Figure 8 show the “motion-encoded sinogram.” A

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 1, January 2005
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sinogram is the projection-wised organization of fluen
Note that while the patient motion is only in the lateral
rection, the motion-encoded fluences are different for di
ent projections. This is because the contribution of per
dicular motion for different projection is different. T
beams that are closest to the AP/PA direction have the m
mum modifications, while the beams that are closest to
eral direction have the minimum modification. Figure 9 c
pares the result of dose calculation based on the “flue
modification” method, which uses the “motion enco
sinograms” as illustrated in Fig. 8, and the gold stand
The results also show that these two methods are cons
considering the error from the “gold standard” dose calc
tion itself (limited number of samples).

V. DISCUSSIONS

This paper uses a small motion and small divergenc
proximations, which are quite reasonable in many clin
situations. When the patient motion is large and/or the b
divergence become significant, the simple “fluence modi
tion” fomula as derived in this paper will become proble
atic. A more complicated modification will be necessary
any situation, we speculate that the “fluence/sinogram m
fication” is a relatively easy and accurate method for

ard deviation) random lateral motion is tested.
order motion compensation.
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FIG. 5. Similar to Fig. 3 except that the combination of a 1 cm systematic lateral motion and 1 cm(standard derivation) random lateral motion is tested.

next three
to the right,

,

FIG. 6. “Motion encoded fluences” for the four field plan on the “cylinder-water” phantom. The left-most column is the static plan fluences. The
columns are motion encoded fluences. The top row is the lateral fluences. The bottom row is the AP/PA fluences. From the second left column
the simulated motions are systematic lateral motions1 cmd, random lateral motion(1 cm std) and systematics1 cmd+random(1 cm std) lateral motion

respectively.

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 1, January 2005
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Although we only tested the interfraction motion in t
paper, the “fluence-modification” method could be applie
intrafraction motion as well. Intrafraction motion can be c
egorized into unpredictable motion and predictable mo
Here “predictable” means that we have knowledge abou

FIG. 7. Motion encoded dose calculation for the four field plan on
“fluence-modification” method, using the “motion encoded fluences” a
bottom row is the Y(AP/PA) dose profiles. The solid lines are resul
“stochastic-simulation” method(gold standard). From second left to right,
(1 cm std) and systematics1 cmd+random(1 cm std) lateral motion, resp

FIG. 8. “Motion encoded sinograms” for the conformal rotation thera
sinogram. The next three columns are motion encoded sinogram. From

random lateral motion(1 cm std) and systematics1 cmd+random(1 cm std) late

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 1, January 2005
.

time dependency. Unpredictable intrafraction motion c
be dealt similarly as interfraction motion. Examples of p
dictable intrafraction include breathing motion from
“breathing synchronized delivery” system.7 As for rotation
therapy, we need to modify fluence for each projectio

cylinder-water” phantom. The top row is the dose distribution base
trated in Fig. 6. Panels in the middle row show the X(lateral) dose profiles. Th
m the “fluence-modification” method, the dash lines show results
imulated motions are systematic lateral motions1 cmd, random lateral motio
ely.

lan on the “cylinder-water” phantom. The left-most column is the s
second left to the right, the simulated motions are systematic lateral ms1 cmd,
the “
s illus
ts fro
the s
py p
the
ral motion.
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accordance with the patient position and projection an
The detailed investigation of intrafraction motion dose
culation will be addressed in another paper.

This paper uses a rigid-body transformation to repre
patient motion. In general, patient anatomy changes are
likely deformable. We speculate that for many radiother
treatments, rigid-body motion is a clinically acceptable
sumption for motion-encoded dose calculation. Furthe
vestigations are needed to assure this assumption. Th
formable dose mapping methods28–31 will be under furthe
investigation when the rigid-body assumption are not
equate to estimate the motion dose.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a method of motion-enco
dose calculation through fluence modification. We dem
strate that simple patient motion could be incorporated
rectly into dose calculation. We decompose patient mo
into a parallel(to beam direction) component and perpe
dicular (to beam direction) component. Rather than po

FIG. 9. Motion encoded dose calculation for conformal rotation therap
using the “motion encoded sinograms” as illustrated in Fig. 8. Panels
Y (AP/PA) dose profiles. The solid lines are results from the “fluence-
method(gold standard).
processing the planned dose distribution, we account for th
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.

t
st

e-

motion effects by modifying fluence distribution or sinogr
directly. Parallel component motion results in a simple s
ing of the fluence map. While the perpendicular compo
motion results in a convolution of the fluence distribu
with the motion distribution function. After such modific
tion, dose calculation and optimization is the same as
with the static geometry. The developed method is sup
to the “dose-convolution” method because it is not base
the “shift invariant” assumption. Therefore, it can handle
erogeneity and curvature surface very well.

We test motion-encoded dose calculation with four p
toms, four motion patterns, and three different plan be
We compare our method with the “static” method, the “do
convolution,” and the “stochastic-simulation” method(gold
standard). As for the flat surface homogeneous phantom,
method has similar accuracy as the “dose-convolu
method. As for the heterogeneous or curved surface p
tom, our method outperforms the “dose-convoluti
method. The motion-encoded dose distribution using
method is within 4% of the “stochastic-simulation” meth

he top row is the dose distribution based on the “fluence-modification
e middle row show the X(lateral) dose profiles. Panels in the bottom row are
fication” method, the dashed lines show results from the “stochastic-s
y. T
in th
modi
e(gold standard).
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Treatment sites that adhere to the conditions to a
“motion-encoded dose calculation” can in principle be d
without requiring a PTV to be specified, since “motio
encoded dose calculation” already accounts for the m
variation and it automatically optimizes the accumula
dose rather than a single fraction dose. In addition, if
motion is predictable, then the resulting plan based
“motion-encoded dose calculation” can deliver the dos
the target more accurately while avoiding the sensitive s
ture. In both situations, neither extra optimization stra
nor extra optimization time is needed.
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